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Block Island Knitting Retreat 
With Melanie Berg & Sarah Solomon 

June 7-9, 2020 
 

Three Days, Two Amazing Designers, All-Inclusive 
 

       
                                                  Melanie Berg  Sarah Solomon 
 

At a Micro Yarn Mill on Beautiful Block Island! 
 

 
 

Sign up Early to Ensure Your Spot as Space is Limited 
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A Weekend to Knit, Relax, Enjoy & 
Explore 

 

Explore with new friends – 
The Animals (pat a yak or feed an alpaca!) 
The Island (tour a lighthouse or band birds) 

New Knitting Techniques (outstanding designers & workshops) 
A Micro Yarn Mill (handcrafted minimally processed yarns) 
The Beach & Nature Trails (48% of the island is protected!)  

 

Sunday – June 7   
 

• Arrive on the ferry (Tentative: 9am,11am, 3pm….) 
• Check Into Hotel 
• Micro Yarn Mill & Exotic Animal Farm Tour 
• Store Hours: Open till dinner 
• Wine & Nibbles 
• Gourmet Dinner 

 

 

 
 
 

Monday – June 8   
 

• Breakfast 
• Bird Banding (For those interested) 
• Store Hours: Open till dinner 
• Knitting Workshops (9-12) 

o Melanie Berg 
o Sarah Solomon 

• Lunch 
• Island Bus Tour & Island Activities 

o Nature walks, historical society tour, lighthouse 
tour, relax, knit, shop, enjoy 

• Wine & Nibbles  
• Gourmet Dinner 
• Special Evening Presentation: Southern Poverty Law 

Center 
 

  

 

Tuesday – June 9 
• Breakfast 
• Store Hours: Open to 5pm 
• Knitting Workshops (9-12) 

o Melanie Berg 
o Sarah Solomon 

• Lunch  
• Free afternoon 
• Depart on the ferry (3pm or 5pm) 
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Block Island & North Light Fibers 
 
Block Island is a beautiful destination with a Micro Yarn Mill, gorgeous 

beaches, great food, nature walks, and time to relax.  
Come visit the ultimate knitting destination. 
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Melanie Berg 
Shawl Construction 
 
 

     
 

Melanie Berg: In 2012, Melanie Berg quit her job as an IT specialist to live her passion: 
She's designing knitwear. Melanie combines texture and color into wearable modern 
designs that are both playful and beautiful. She designs to surprise -- from matching 
cheeky stripes with elegant lace, to choosing unexpected color combinations. Her patterns 
have been published by yarn companies and knitting magazines large and small, and her 
books "Shawls" and “Colorwork Shawls” can be found in yarn and book stores all over the 
world.  

The workshop: Have you been dreaming of designing 
your own shawl, but don't know how to get started? 
This class will teach you basic shawl layouts. You will 
learn how different shapes are being constructed: 
Circular and semi-circular shawls, triangular shawls, 
symmetrical and asymmetrical shawls and others, and 
we'll cover basic operations like gauge and size 
calculations. You'll learn special cast-on techniques and 
I'll walk you through the single steps that lead to 
bringing your shawl ideas to life.  
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Sarah Solomon 
Know Your Yarn 
 

   

Sarah Solomon is a knitwear designer, writer, and teacher based in New York City. Her 
patterns and articles have appeared in Interweave Knits, Knitscene, knit.wear, Wool Studio, 
Pom Pom, and Vogue Knitting, and in collections by Manos del Uruguay, Woolfolk, Kelbourne 
Woolens, and mYak. As someone who learned to knit as an adult, she still remembers the 
frustrations of the learning process and loves helping people to improve their knitting skills and 
explore new techniques. Her interests include everything from traditional techniques to 
colorwork, plus fine finishing, with a particular emphasis on garment construction. She is also 
an avid sewer and spinner and loves handwork in many forms. In her design work, Sarah 
focuses on creating garments and accessories from exceptional yarns that are knittable, 
wearable, and designed to last. Follow her work on Instagram at @intothewool and at 
intothewool.wordpress.com.  
The workshop: We live in a golden age of fibers with a sometimes-overwhelming number of 
yarns to choose from.  In this workshop we will take a close look at fibers and yarn to gain a 
deeper understanding of our raw materials with the ultimate goal of making better and more 
informed choices for our knitting projects.  We will discuss animal and plant fibers; worsted, 
woolen and hybrid systems of spinning; and the impact of spinning and plying on yarn 
performance (much of which be revealed during our tour of the North Light Fiber Mill). We will 
learn about how different fibers and fiber blends wash, wear and dye and we will swatch with 
different North Light Fibers yarns including their specialty and exotic yarns to experience 
firsthand how twist, spin, carding, fibers, balance and finishing can have a profound effect on 
your knitting project. If you’ve ever wondered why a yarn pills, why it grows when you wear it, 
why it feels light or heavy, or wondered what yarn characteristics would be best for a cable 
pattern, a lace pattern, a heavenly cowl or a hard-wearing sweater, this is the class for you.   
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2020 Block Island Knitting Retreat Details 
 
 

Depending on whether you want us to 
book your room (all-inclusive) or you 
want to take care of your own 
accommodations, then we take care of 
everything else – you just need to get to 
get to the ferry (Pt. Judith, RI). Once 
you reserve your retreat, we handle the 
ferry tickets, gourmet meals, beautiful 
rooms (see below), yarn for homework, 
fabulous activities, amazing workshops, 
exotic animals and a Micro Yarn Mill.  
 

What to bring/wear – Block Island is a very relaxed and informal destination. We 
recommend bringing walking shoes and attire for enjoying the trails, beaches and 
farm. We have a number of activities available from lighthouse tours to bird banding 
as well as a behind the scenes tour of the exotic animals. And you will walk through 
the exotic animals (ever pat a yak or alpaca) to get to the mill and workshop!   
 
Yarn for homework is supplied by North Light Fibers! We will mail everything in 
advance so all you need to bring are needles and notions! 
 
Companions are encouraged - We usually have 5-10+ non-knitters join the retreat 
which is a lot of fun as they participate in all the activities, tours and meals. 
 
Space is limited so please sign up early - The 
retreat will be capped <40 knitters (20 in each 
workshop) and reservations are accepted on a 
first come – first served basis. All cancellations 
must be made by February 1, 2020 for a partial 
refund and must be received in writing. No 
refunds will be issued after March 1, 2020. If 
you are suddenly unable to attend, substitute 
requests must be received by April 1, 2020. The 
retreat will close once capacity is reached and a 
wait list maintained. While we do not see a 
need, please consider travel insurance should you encounter any issues.  
 
Arrangements – For the first time ever, we have all inclusive room packages OR 
retreat spaces are held for knitters that want to make their own reservations. The 
retreat size is capped to ensure intimate workshops. 
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All-inclusive reservations are available for knitters and North Light Fibers will take 
care of all the details like we have for over 10 years. Ocean View, Luxury and 
Premium rooms are reserved and can be viewed on-line. These rooms are at the 
center of the retreat, on the same property as the mill, classrooms and lunches. All 
rates are fully inclusive including ferry tickets and yarn for homework! All rooms are 
single knitter occupancy with queen or king beds.  
• Ocean View rooms are unique and located in the 1661 or adjacent buildings. 

They are very spacious, have a beautiful view, a luscious breakfast and deck 
to enjoy the island. The all-inclusive rate for the two night/three-day workshop 
is $2,000. 

• Luxury rooms are in and around the 1661 and are very spacious and lovely. 
The rooms are spacious with most having decks and outside sitting areas with 
views of the farm, island or side ocean view and include a luscious breakfast. 
The all-inclusive Luxury room rate for the two night/three-day workshop is 
$1,750. 

• Premium rooms are very nice and are located by the 1661 center premises. 
The rooms are lovely, close by and include a luscious breakfast. The all-
inclusive Premium room rate for the two night/three-day workshop is $1,575. 

• Companions: We often have a number of companions join the retreat which 
makes the event very special. Companions can join all the meals and activities 
(nature walks, bird banding, tours of the animal farm and micro yarn mill). 
Companions will stay in the same room with the knitter. The all-inclusive 
companion rate for 
the two 
night/three-day 
workshop is $525. 

 
Retreat without a room 
North Light Fibers has 
blocked a limited 
number of retreat seats 
for people who want to 
arrange their own 
accommodations. The 
Retreat Fee of $1,000 
includes the workshops, 
snacks, lunches, 
dinners, wine and 
nibbles, mill and farm tours, island car tour, nature walks, ferry tickets, yarn for 
homework, and welcome bags. In essence, everything except the room and 
breakfast! To learn more, please contact the Chamber of Commerce (401-466-
2474) for hotel and real-estate agents, a map of potential hotels is below. Other 
than your room and breakfast, everything is included in the retreat even the wine & 
nibbles held before dinner at the 1661. We will all leave wine & nibbles together and 
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head to our gourmet dinner.  
 
While the vast majority of knitters like the “all-inclusive package” we also want to 
include knitters that want to find accommodations best suited to their needs! There 
are only 13 “retreat” spaces blocked so please register soon. The following map 
provides a visual of the hotels and Inns around town and the mill. Nothing is far 
away! 
 

 
 

Please contact Sven Risom at North Light Fibers: 
 401-466-2050 or email sven@northlightfibers.com with questions 

 


